
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In November 1994 EA released The Need for Speed onto the doomed 3DO console.  The 
original game was later improved and released onto PC and Playstation in 1995.  In 1995, 
the PC version was somewhat behind it’s console cousin.  It featured eight terrific cars: 
Chevrolet Corvette ZR-1, Porsche 911 Carrera, Ferrari 512TR,  Acura NSX, Mazda RX-7, 
Dodge Viper RT/10 and the Toyota Supra Turbo.  It had four circuits and three road courses.  
Your task was to complete the tracks in a minimum amount of time to beat your adversary. 
It was very fast and  intense.  Cars which left skid marks on the asphalt was a first.  A replay 
option was a bonus with multiple camera views your exploits could be played frame by 
frame or in slow motion at different speeds.  Four views, horn, hand brake and sampled 
sound made it a cracking game for it’s day.  Playstation even featured both split screen, link 
up play and Dolby surround sound.  The PC version featured network play.  The physics was 
deeply impressive for the time allowing for donuts and burnouts.  This was 3D Test Drive as 
it should have been.  A well presented game and one which EA made into a successful fran-
chise. 

NFS III Hot pursuit from 1998 (march) was seen as a return to glory 
on Playstation.  Sadly it was overshadowed by the far superior Gran 
Turismo, but if racing in traffic was your bag, and hot cars like  the 
Ferrari 550, Ferrari F355 F1, Lamborghini Diablo SV, Lamborghini 
Countach, Italdesign Nazca C2 and Jaguar XJR-15 then this was quite 
a plausible racer.  A first in gaming was police tyre spikes, known as a 
‘stinger’ in England.  Cops would try to bump you off the road.  For 
PC owners, graphics took a further step forward: reflective surfaces, 
dynamic lighting, realistic, multiple-point light sources, light hazing 
and flare effects were all the rage.  Another novel features was being 
able to "high beam" your lights  The real-time lighting exposed on-
coming cars as they cruised toward you from around corners or 
emerge from bridges.  Neat improvements included skid marks 
whose thickness depends on the force from the tyres, leaves  blowing 
from gusts of wind and  oncoming traffic that ‘high-beams’ you when 
the cops have set up a speed trap ahead.  Sadly the ‘head-cam’ in-car 
view was dispensed with and again the game evolves further and fur-
ther into an arcade experience. 

TNFS ’special edition’ came in 1996 with some added features but 
the true update came in 1997: TNFS II. Eight licensed supercars 
again, but EA this time boasted  50% more polygon detail, improved 
driving freedom (Drive off road, drive backwards on every track.).  In 
addition there was some setup options for  fine tuning steering, gear 
ratios, downforce and the paint job.  It was universally accepted that 
the Playstation version was quite dismal whilst PC owners  (requiring 
3dfx card and 90 Mhz cpu) were also disappointed with the game 
having been reduced to circuit racing only and now with no cop cars 
following!  A very odd omission.   

 

Similar to Test Drive?  You 

bet! 

 
TD1+2 featured sarcastic comments 
from opponents—NFS1+2+3 copied 
this. 
 

TD2 featured a ‘pop up’ gearbox.  
NFS1+2 copied this. 
 

The 1994 NFS and most later versions 
of both games features pictures of pro-
grammers/artists in the credits. On the 
original NFS you could see pictures of 
the programmers looking down from a 
bridge in the game.  You could also 
press a few button combinations to see 
their pictures. 
 

Both feature high speed vehicles, ur-
ban traffic situations, cops, pseudo-
realistic physics and an arcade game 
environment.  
 
Neither feature car damage. 

TNFS:High Stakes was a minor update for 1999 But had few additions and 
little extra to speak of.   TNFS: Porsche Unleashed came in 2000 featuring 
eighty cars from the fifty year history of Porsche.  Thankfully this game went 
back to the roots and gave a more realistic approach with a ’career’ mode.  A 
supply and demand based economy simulated inflation and depreciation 
whilst vehicle history is tracked affecting it's future values.  A revised physics 
model was to capture the unique feel of each car, now modelled from 2000 
polygons.  Not bad compared to Playstation, but Dreamcast handled double 
that in MSR at the time.  For PC, additional cars could be downloaded free via 
the Need For Speed website.  A 200Mhz processor was required.  And yet a 
further NFS game is released in 2002 feature much similar gameplay to the 
Hot Pursuit game from 1998. 

 


